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Amongst other things, many of the top climate science journals began in the late s and it was in these years
that the discipline truly began to take on board the widest range of data and methods from as broad a scope as
possible. Heat waves with high humidity pose a big risk to human health while heat waves with low humidity
lead to dry conditions that increase wildfires. Climate change is happening and its effects are real. Global
warming is the escalation in the average temperature of Earth's near-surface air and oceans that has been
occurring since the middle of the twentieth century and its anticipated perpetuation. The First Assessment
Report FAR came out in p 6 Following calls by the UN to act on carbon emissions, protocols set in Montreal
and then London sought to phase out these substances most damaging to the environment. One of the biggest
problems is the extinction of the species. But when too much radiation and gas gets trapped by the
atmosphere, we get the same thing â€” a greenhouse but on a global scale. Report a problem or mistake on this
page Please select all that apply: A link, button or video is not working It has a spelling mistake Information is
missing Information is outdated or wrong Login error when trying to access an account e. In the push to do
this, many countries report their carbon emissions. Climate change impacts depended strongly on projected
future social and economic development. This brought the first confirmation that the increasing levels of
carbon dioxide would have a warming effect over time. Global warming is real, and its effects have proven by
the scientific community. Greenhouse gases are gases in the atmosphere that absorb solar radiation to keep the
planet warm. What is left is for every individual to make a stand and take action towards saving our world.
And the problem is that under capitalism, the mass production rises, the factories are built and the richest
people of the world see no limits when it comes to earning more money. Not all substances produce warming.
The melting of the polar ice caps causes some of the most pressing issues including the endangerment of
species indigenous to this region and the rise of ocean levels. Other greenhouse gases, such as nitrous oxide,
stay in the atmosphere for a long time. What they found in the mid s was startling: a doubling of the
greenhouse gas levels always led to a global temperature increase of 3C in the past. The evidence presented in
this class is very informative and useful when taking into account the numerous known and unknown causes
and cures for global warming. She called for a global treaty to tackle the problem for future generations  For
decades, the adverse impacts human activities have had on the environment have gone ignored, and now
Mother Nature has begun to respond. Factories and cars are a cause, but what is the foundation, the underlying
reason for all of this? Population III. In , the U. What are climate forcers? It is this human-induced
enhancement of the greenhouse effect that is of concern because ongoing emissions of greenhouse gases have
the potential to warm the planet to levels that have never been experienced in the history of human
civilization. The cryosphere is made up of areas of the Earth which are covered by snow or ice. The issue
though is debated for its being just a reality or as a theory. Solutions 1. If so, how soon? The corporations that
try to prevent waste are not numerous and people are not very keen on recycling but this may be the only thing
that can save our planet in the long run. The overall effect of human activities since the Industrial Revolution
has been a warming effect, driven primarily by emissions of carbon dioxide and enhanced by emissions of
other greenhouse gases. Migrating animals have suffered quite a lot because of the rapidly changing climatic
conditions. The area in which extremely hot summers are observed, has increased fold. Excessive precipitation
patterns lead to excessive sediment deposition, nutrient pollution, and concentration of minerals in aquifers.
There are extremists who do everything possible to stop contributing to the warming, but the average person
does little to alleviate the issue and in many cases refuses to acknowledge that there is a problem at all. The
effects of global warming create a growing danger for the ecosystem we live in by damaging glaciers and
weather patterns. The greenhouse effect makes the earth warmer, just as a greenhouse is warmer than its
surroundings. We produce insane amounts of chemicals that affect our climate and make greenhouse effect
impossible for the planet to recover from. Some people feel culpable and concerned; others simply do not care.


